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Abstract
This short paper establishes lower bounds on the time complexity of algorithms solving
the generic broadcast problem. The paper shows that (a) to deliver messages in one round, no
failures can be tolerated, (b) to deliver messages in two rounds, at most f < n/3 failures can
be tolerated, where n is the number of processes in the system, and (c) to deliver messages
in three rounds, at most f < n/2 failures can be tolerated. The lower bounds are tight:
a simple algorithm capable of delivering messages in one round if f = 0 is presented, and
algorithms solving generic broadcast in two rounds when f < n/3 and in three rounds when
f < n/2 are known in the literature. The paper also shows that even in runs in which
messages do not conflict, generic broadcast cannot achieve the same performance of reliable
broadcast algorithms.
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1 Introduction
This short paper establishes lower bounds on the time complexity of algorithms solving the
generic broadcast problem. Generic broadcast assumes a symmetric, non-reflexive conflict rela-
tion on the set of messages, and requires ordered delivery only for conflicting messages [6]. If
messages m and m′ conflict, processes are required to deliver them in the same order; if they
do not conflict, some process may deliver m and then m′, and some other process may deliver
m′ and then m. The conflict relation is defined by the application. For example, in a system
in which read and write messages are broadcast to replicated processes, read messages do not
conflict with each other, and so, do not have to be delivered in the same order.
Formally, generic broadcast is defined by the primitives broadcast(m) and deliver(m), the
conflict relation ∼, and the following conditions: (a) if a correct process p broadcasts a message
m, then p eventually delivers m (validity); (b) if a correct process p delivers a message m, then
every correct process q eventually delivers m (agreement); (c) for any message m, every process
delivers m at most once, and only if m was previously broadcast by some process (integrity);
and (d) if correct processes p and q both deliver conflicting messages m and m′ (i.e., m ∼ m′),
then p and q deliver m and m′ in the same order (total order).
Generic broadcast implementations can take advantage of the fact that some messages do not
conflict and only order messages when really necessary. Ordering messages may be expensive or,
if processes cannot use oracles, impossible. Even if processes have access to oracles, they should
use them sparingly since oracles can make mistakes (e.g., failure detectors), which may degrade
the performance of the system. Thus, if messages do not conflict, efficient generic broadcast
algorithms will not require processes to always query their oracles.
The lower bounds established in this paper relate the resilience of generic broadcast algo-
rithms (i.e., the total number of failures f the algorithms can tolerate) to their time complexity
in runs in which oracles are not used. The paper shows that (a) to deliver messages in one
round (formally defined in Section 2), no failures can be tolerated, (b) to deliver messages in
two rounds, at most f < n/3 failures can be tolerated, where n is the number of processes in the
system, and (c) to deliver messages in three rounds, at most f < n/2 failures can be tolerated.
These lower bounds are tight: we give a simple algorithm that is capable of delivering messages
in one round if f = 0. Algorithms solving generic broadcast in two rounds when f < n/3, and
algorithms solving generic broadcast in three rounds when f < n/2 are known in the literature
[1, 6, 7].
One can compare the cost of generic broadcast in runs in which no conflicting messages are
broadcast (i.e., processes never query the oracle) with the cost of reliable broadcast. Reliable
broadcast (both uniform and non-uniform) can be solved in asynchronous systems with reliable
channels [4]. Non-uniform reliable broadcast algorithms can tolerate any number of failures and
deliver messages in the end of the first round [3]. Uniform reliable broadcast algorithms, in
which processes do not use oracles, require f < n/2 [5] and can deliver messages in the second
round—actually, it turns out that this is the best that can be achieved without oracles.
Ideally, one would like to have a generic broadcast algorithm that performs like a reliable
broadcast algorithm in runs in which no conflicting messages are broadcast. This paper shows
that such generic broadcast algorithms do not exist. The difference between the cost of delivering
non-conflicting messages with an optimal generic broadcast algorithm and the cost of delivering
messages with an efficient reliable broadcast algorithm can be understood as “the inherent cost
of generality.”
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2 System Model
We consider an asynchronous system composed of a set Π = {p1, ..., pn} of processes, augmented
by an oracle (e.g., a failure detector [3]) in order to make the generic broadcast problem solvable.
Processes may fail by crashing, but do not behave maliciously (i.e., no Byzantine behavior).
Processes that do not crash are correct; otherwise they are faulty. We assume a fully connected
and reliable FIFO network (i.e., no loss, no duplication, and no creation of messages). Each
process pi has a buffer, bufferi , that represents the set of messages that have been sent to pi but
not yet received; pi receives the message when it removes it from its buffer. We assume a notion
of round similar to the one in [2]: In any run of an algorithm, until it crashes, each process pi
repeatedly performs the following two steps, which define one round :
1. In the first step, pi generates the (possibly null) messages to be sent to each process based
on its current state, and puts these messages in the appropriate process buffers. If pi
crashes in round r, only a subset of the messages created in r by pi are put in the buffers.
2. In the second step, pi may query its oracle or not. If pi decides not to query its oracle,
it waits until there is one or more messages in its buffer, removes these messages, and
determines its new state based on its current state and on the messages received. We do
not define the behavior of pi if it decides to query its oracle; our results will be stated in
runs in which processes do not query their oracles.
Given the asynchrony of the system, it can be that one process terminates round r, while
another has not started round r′, r′ ≤ r. Thus, it is possible for a process in r to receive messages
sent in r′. Moreover, without querying an oracle, no process can wait for messages from more
than n− f different processes in a round without risking being blocked forever [2].
3 The Lower Bounds
We establish conditions under which a message m broadcast in round 1 can be delivered at the
end of round r = 1, at the end of round r = 2, and at the end of round r ≥ 3. The bounds
hold for algorithms in which processes query their oracles iff they have received two conflicting
messages.
Proposition 1 Let C be a non-empty conflict relation and A a generic broadcast algorithm
using C. In runs in which the oracle is not used, if messages broadcast in round 1 are delivered
in round 1, then A does not tolerate any failures.
Proof: Assume for a contradiction that A tolerates one failure. Consider runs R1 and R2, and
let m1 and m2 be two conflicting messages. In run Rx, x ∈ {1, 2}, process p3−x does not execute
any step (i.e., it fails in the beginning of the run). Process px broadcasts message mx, and no
other process broadcasts a message in Rx. By assumption, px delivers mx in round 1.
Let R3 be a failure-free run in which p1 broadcasts m1 and p2 broadcasts m2, such that any
messages sent by p1 only reach p2 after round 1, and any messages sent by p2 only reach p1
after round 1. R3 is such that for p1, round 1 in R3 is indistinguishable from round 1 in R1,
and since p1 delivers m1 in round 1 in R1, it also delivers m1 in round 1 in R3. Similarly, for
p2, in round 1, runs R2 and R3 are indistinguishable, and since p2 delivers m2 in round 1 in R2,
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it also delivers m2 in round 1 in R3. From agreement of generic broadcast, all processes deliver
m1 and m2 in R3, but p1 delivers m1 and then m2, and p2 delivers m2 and then m1, violating
total order, and contradicting the fact that A solves generic broadcast. 2
The lower bound of Proposition 1 is tight. Consider the following generic broadcast algo-
rithm, which does not tolerate any failures. In the first round, if pi wants to broadcast m, it
sends m to all processes; otherwise it sends a void message to all processes. Each process waits
for all messages, applies some deterministic function to decide on the delivery order and delivers
every message received different from void in this order.
Proposition 2 Let C be a non-empty conflict relation and A a generic broadcast algorithm
using C. In runs in which the oracle is not used, if messages broadcast in round 1 are delivered
in round 2, then A does not tolerate n/3 failures.
Proof: For a contradiction, assume that A tolerates f ≥ n/3 failures. We divide set Π in three
disjoint subsets, P1, P2, and P3, of size f or less. By assumption, A can tolerate the failure of
all processes in one single set.
Assume that m1 and m2 are conflicting messages. Let Ri, i ∈ {1, 2}, be a run in which
processes in P3−i do not execute any steps (i.e., they fail in the beginning of the run). Process pi
in Pi broadcasts message mi, and no other process broadcasts any messages in Ri. Every process
in Pi ∪ P3 executes rounds 1 and 2, and at the end of round 2 delivers mi. By assumption, no
process queries its oracle in Ri. Notice that processes in P3 send in the first round of R1 the
same messages (if any) they send in the first round of R2.
We build now an auxiliary run R3. In R3, p1 and p2 broadcast m1 and m2, respectively, in
round 1. Further, (a) for processes in P1, the first round of R3 is indistinguishable from the first
round of R1, (b) for processes in P2 the first round of R3 is indistinguishable from the first round
of R2, and (c) processes in P3 crash in round 1 immediately after having sent their messages.
From generic broadcast, every process in P2 ∪ P3 delivers m1 and m2 in the same order in R3.
Let r′ be the smallest round in which all correct processes have delivered both messages, and
assume m1 is delivered before m2. Using R3, we construct the failure-free run R4 as follows:
1. For processes in P3, (a) rounds 1 and 2 are indistinguishable from rounds 1 and 2 in R2, and
(b) the messages sent by processes in P3 in rounds 2, ..., r′ are only received by processes
in P1 ∪ P2 after round r′. Item (a) is satisfied as follows: processes in P2 send in round 1
of R4 the same messages they send in round 1 of R2. Messages sent from processes in P1
do not reach processes in P3 until after round 2.
2. For processes in P1 ∪ P2, rounds 1, ..., r′ are indistinguishable from rounds 1, ..., r′ in R3.
By (2), processes in P1 ∪ P2 deliver messages m1 and m2 as in R3, i.e., m1 before m2. By
(1), processes in P3 deliver m2 in round 2 before delivering m1. Since no process crashes in R4,
eventually, processes in P3 also deliver m1. Thus, the order property is violated, contradicting
the fact that A solves generic broadcast. 2
Proposition 3 Let C be a non-empty conflict relation and A a generic broadcast algorithm
using C. In runs in which the oracle is not used, if messages broadcast in round 1 are delivered
in round r ≥ 3, then A does not tolerate n/2 failures.
Proof: First we prove a basic fact about generic broadcast algorithms.
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Lemma 1 Let C be a non-empty conflict relation. There is no generic broadcast algorithm A
using C that tolerates n/2 failures.1
Proof: The proof is by contradiction using a partition argument. Assume that A tolerates
f ≥ n/2 failures. We divide set Π in two disjoint subsets, A and B, of size f or less. By
assumption, A can tolerate the failure of all processes in one single set.
Let R1 be a run in which processes in B do not execute any step. Some pi in A broadcastsm1,
and no other process broadcasts any message in R1. From the properties of generic broadcast,
there is a round r1 such that all processes in A have delivered m1 by the end of round r1.
Let R2 be a run in which processes in A do not execute any step. Some pj in B broadcasts
m2, which conflicts with m1, and no other process broadcasts any message in R2. From the
properties of generic broadcast, there is a round r2 such that all processes in B have delivered
m2 by the end of round r2.
Consider now the failure-free run R3 such that messages from processes in A (resp.B) to
processes in B (resp.A) are very slow and do not reach their destinations before round r =
max(r1, r2). For processes in A, until round r, runs R1 and R3 are indistinguishable, so processes
in A deliver m1 by the end of round r1. For processes in B, until round r, runs R2 and R3 are
indistinguishable, so processes in B deliver m2 by the end of round r2.
Since R3 is a failure-free run, from the agreement property of generic broadcast, all processes
deliver m1 and m2. Thus, processes in A deliver m1 before m2 and processes in B deliver m2
before m1, violating order and contradicting that A solves generic broadcast. 2 Lemma 1
The proof of Proposition 3 follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Proposition 2. 2
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